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Art and the Environment in britain.

1700 to Today
The word “environment” as in “nature, or conditions in which a person or thing live” 
did not appear until 1827, at which time it was used by the reformer Thomas Carlyle 
to translate the German “Umgebung”. The much older verb “to environ”, in use in 
the English language since the late fourteenth century, had come from the French 
“environner”, and conjured up the image of a circle with a centre around which other 
elements turned, or veered. For centuries, the centre of this circle was firmly believed 
to be humankind. Yet, as Keith Thomas has made it quite clear in Man and the Natural 
World. Changing Attitudes in England 1500-1800 (1983), man’s theologically grounded 
belief in his total dominion over nature was gradually, over the course of the three 
centuries spanned by the British historian’s study, dented by “new arguments”, “new 
conditions” and “new sensibilities”. As what Thomas called the “dethronement of 
man” had started a century earlier at the very least, Charles Darwin’s 1859 Origin of 
Species was to provide the final nail with which to close the coffin of a certain human 
uniqueness tightly shut. Closer to us a momentous post-human turn in the humanities 
currently contributes to reinforcing the idea that humans live in a symbiotic environ-
ment characterised by a porous line with non-human animals and machines.

Whether one thinks of the environment as context, setting, climate change, 
green spaces or sounds, today’s epistemology invites us to rethink man’s relation to 
the external world to the extent that the “inside” and “outside” coalesce, nature and 
culture merge, man and animal are reconfigured. How have British artists responded 
to these shifting perceptions of the world around them, of this great swirling circle of 
life and non life in which they found – or imagined – themselves diversely positioned, 
for a long time at the centre, then in a more undefined place – at the margin even? 
How has art itself positioned itself in this newly defined environment? A precursor to 
such interrogations, environmental art was early on intended as a decidedly extensive 
term, which, due to the American influence of Robert Smithson, came to encompass 
both sites and non-sites, both the pastoral and the urban. With the introduction of En-
vironmental art departments in British art schools in the 1980s, the environment has 
been understood by artists as all the different contexts available to them outside of the 
gallery. This conference will provide an ideal opportunity to highlight these tensions 
between different definitions, and to look into terminologies, as well as historical vari-
ations; to explore the links between representation and preservation; the way British 
artists have represented animals, natural elements and the climate, and their preoccu-
pation with environmental aesthetics and the altered positioning of humankind in the 
world, in a British context. 

Talks and debates will be in English. The round table on Friday will be both in English 
and French.



Thursday 2 march 2017 / amphi L3 / université Rennes 2

8.30 > welcoming of participants
8.50 > opening of the Conference
9.20 > Marie-Claude Beaulieu Orna, université de poitiers (France) - “British lands-
capists in the italian peninsula in the late eighteenth Century: environmental Aware-
ness and Artistic innovation”
9.40 > Amy C. Wallace, university of Toronto (Canada) - “vehicles of Truth: portable 
studios and nineteenth-Century British landscape painting”
10.00 > Thomas Hughes, The Courtauld institute, university of london (united king-
dom) - “The Human landscape: John ruskin’s Theory and practice of Drawing (c. 
1856-1884)”
10.20 > Question Time

10.50 > Coffee Break

11.10 > keynote by Stephen Daniels, university of nottingham (united kingdom) -  
“liquid landscape: water, Culture and environment in english Art”

12h10-14h00 Lunch

14.00 > Adrianos Khalil, university of Athens (Greece) - “roguish ‘physis’: sovereign-
ties in Conflict in Daniel Defoe’s robinson Crusoe and J.m.w. Turner’s paintings ”
14.20 > Laura Valette, université paris 1 panthéon-sorbonne (France) - “painting 
Fog: James Abbott mcneill whistler and the londonian Atmosphere”
14.40 > Aurore Caignet, université rennes 2 (France) - “‘it’s Grim up north’: De-
picting mutations and shifting perceptions of industrial landscapes in the north of 
england”
15.00 > Question Time

15.30 > Coffee Break

15.50 > Aliki Braine, Artist & independent scholar (united kingdom) -  
“imagined or experienced: The Artist in the landscape”
16.10 > Valérie Morisson, université de Bourgogne (France) - “simon roberts’ 
post-picturesque landscapes”
16.30 > Question Time
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friday 3 march 2017 / amphi L3 / université Rennes 2

9.10 > Jeehee Kim, Yonsei university (south korea) -  
“inarticulate Tongue in narratives of london”
9.30 > Edwin Coomasaru, The Courtauld institute, university of london (united kingdom)  
“nature as Combatant: (Gendered) representations of the land in northern ireland”
9.50 > Anne Béchard-Léauté, université Jean monnet, saint etienne (France) -  
“north, east, south: Georgia russell’s nostalgic landscapes”
10.10 > Question Time

10.40 > Coffee Break

11.00 > Camille Manfredi, université de Bretagne occidentale, Brest (France) -  
“our oil. our wind? environment, energy, Art and nationhood in Today’s scotland”
11.20 > Anne Goarzin, université rennes 2 (France) -  
“new paradigms, new matters : The Case for environmental Aesthetics”
11.40 > Kasia Ozga, école européenne supérieure d’Art de Bretagne, Brest (France) - 
“A matter of Time: Transformative sculptures by marc Quinn, Zuzanna Janin, and Andy 
Goldsworthy”
12h00 > Question Time

12.30 > Lunch
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friday 3 march 2017 / auditorium / frac bretagne

14.00 > welcome from FrAC Director Catherine Elkar
14.15 > keynote by Paul Cureton, university of Hertfordshire (united kingdom) - 
“Time, Technology, Agency & landscape Futures”
15.15 > Richard White, Bath spa university (united kingdom) -  
“enchantment and Dissonance: walking in england’s Green and pleasant land”
15.35 > Pat Naldi, university of the Arts london (united kingdom) -  
“managing Arcadia”
15.55 > Question Time

16.15 > Coffee Break

16.30 > roundtable with Artists Aliki Braine (uk), Gilles Bruni (France) and An-
ne-Geneviève Dutertre (France) and with Tim Martin, Curator (Hestercombe, uk) 
and Sophie Lecomte, Communications officer (Domaine de kerguéhennec, France). 
invited moderator : Ivan Toulouse (université rennes 2). 
17.40 > presentation of the photo Festival of la Gacilly by Auguste Coudray 
18.00 > visit of FrAC exhibition ‘Didier vermeiren – Construction de distance’
19.00 > end of Conference and Drinks at the FrAC
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